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Abstract

This paper explores visualizations of document collections, which we call topic maps. Our topic maps are based on
a topic model of the document collection, where the topic model is used to determine the semantic content of each
document. Using two collections of search results, we show how topic maps reveal the semantic structure of a collection
and visually communicate the diversity of content in the collection. We describe techniques for assessing the validity
and accuracy of topic maps, and discuss the challenge of producing useful two-dimensional maps of documents.
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1. Introduction

While advances have been made in semantically
characterizing web documents, less progress has
been made in creating meaningful and useful se-
mantic visualizations of text document collections.
The need for visualizing document collections arises
in many situations, particularly for users wanting to
gain a better understanding of an entire set search
results. While many users are focused on finding
specific information, there are large numbers of
users that want to find and understand all infor-
mation about a particular topic, and understand
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the span (both depth and breadth) of their search
results. An accurate and intuitive visualization of
search results could facilitate this understanding.

For example, a medical researcher may want to
systematically review treatments for spinal cord in-
juries; determine current best practices; and iden-
tify controversial interventions. In this situation, it
is critical to exhaustively find all relevant informa-
tion, so one is often left with having to scan and
digest large numbers of search results from broader
and less specific queries. Another example might be
an NSF program manager trying to understand a
large collection of research proposals on rapid cli-
mate change. The program manager could benefit
from a visual map of all the proposals to better un-
derstand the relationships between the various lines
of research.

We explore how topic maps – visual displays of
document collections – can help with these types of
problems. Our topic maps are created by first learn-
ing a topic model of a text document collection.
Topic models (which can be viewed as the Bayesian
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Fig. 1. Screen shot of NICTA topic mapping tool, showing 10172 PubMed search results from a query about Burns. The left

displays a Google-maps visualization of all 10172 search results. Each dot is a search result, color coded by the article’s primary

topic. The right provides detail about one particular search result (“Scald burns from hot tap water”), showing topics, similar

documents and the abstract.

version of Latent Semantic Analys) are useful for
extracting semantic content from collections of doc-
uments. After topic modeling, we project onto two-
dimensions the topic representation of documents to
create the topic map visualization.

In this paper we present examples of topic maps
and use these examples to describe validation tech-
niques. Validation is important since there is no cor-
rect or unique answer for what makes a useful topic
map. We start by motivating topic mapping with
a description of our topic mapping tool in Section
2. We then step back and examine the component
steps of topic mapping. We first show the relevance
and validity of topic modeling in Section 3. Next we
compare three projection methods for making topic
maps in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2. NICTA topic mapping tool

As part of the Elsevier Grand Challenge, NICTA
developed a topic mapping tool to address the goals
of “improving the interpretation and identification
of meaning in articles relating to the life sciences”
and “interpreting, visualizing and connecting knowl-
edge more effectively.” 1

1 www.elseviergrandchallenge.com

Our topic mapping tool takes as input a collection
of text documents (that may correspond to a set of
search results from some query). A topic model is
learned for the collection, producing a set of topics
that describe the collection, and multiple topic as-
signments to each document in the collection. Using
the topic coordinates of each document, we project
the set of documents onto two-dimensions with the
goal of preserving nearest neighbors (i.e. similar doc-
uments should appear close together on the topic
map). This two-dimensional map is then rendered
at various resolutions and cut into image tiles which
are accessed using pan and zoom via the Google
maps api.

A screen shot of the NICTA topic mapping tool
is shown in Fig. 1. This screen shot shows 10172
PubMed search results from a query about Burns.
The left displays the visualization of all 10172 search
results, color coded by each article’s primary topic.
The right provides detail about one particular search
result (“Scald burns from hot tap water”), showing
the component topics, similar documents and the
abstract.

In this tool one can navigate and browse the col-
lection of search results, both by clicking around the
map on the left, and by navigating via text links on
the right. The two sides of the display are coordi-
nated – selecting a document on the map will bring
it up on the right, and visa versa. One can toggle the
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display of individual topics to indicate the spatial
extent of that topic.

While this topic mapping approach is not novel
(e.g. see [5]), in this paper we experiment with dif-
ferent mapping approaches and describe various
validation techniques. For validation purposes, we
used two databases of text documents: full text ar-
ticles provided by Elsevier for the Elsevier Grand
Challenge, and MEDLINE abstracts accessed from
PubMed. We created focused collections that were
produced by issuing search queries against these two
databases. We issued the Boolean query “bayesian”
against the Elsevier database (restricting to ar-
ticles from life-science journals), which returned
1230 full-length articles. We refer to this collection
as the Bayesian search results. We also issued the
query “acute spinal cord injury” to PubMed, which
returned 4169 records. Of those records, 3558 in-
cluded abstracts, and this made up our collection
of Spinal Cord search results. These two document
collections were then turned into the standard bag-
of-words representation for modeling.

3. Topic modeling

Topic models (also known as Latent Dirichlet Al-
location or LDAmodels) are probabilistic models for
document collections, and are seen by many in the
machine learning community as the state-of-the-art
for extracting semantic information from collections
of text documents [1,4]. A topic model learns a set
of thematic topics from words that tend to occur to-
gether in documents. In the topic model, an integer
ID t is assigned to every word in every document ac-
cording to P (topic = t) ∝ P (word|t)P (t|doc) where
t ∈ 1..T , and T is the specified number of topics to
learn. After an initial random assignment of topics to
words, the Gibbs sampler iteratively updates these
topic assignments until the topics (P (word|topic))
and topic mixtures (P (topic|doc)) converge. The set
of topics are a semantic basis for representing the
entire collection, and a useful way to represent indi-
vidual documents.

A single topic is a multinomial distribution over
words, P (word|topic), where the probability mass is
concentrated on a small fraction of words that relate
to the topic. For example, Fig. 2 shows the distri-
bution of the top nine words in a topic relating to
rat models of pain learned from Spinal Cord search
results.

Topic modeling provides an instant summary of
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Fig. 2. A topic is a focused multinomial distribution over

words. This histogram shows one topic from the T=20 topic

model of Spinal Cord search results.

t12. (5%) model variables data spatial species ...

t17. (4%) model system process control dynamic ...

t19. (4%) water energy period temperature concentration ...
–
t14. (5%) system information user data decision ...

t16. (5%) pattern structure fact general complex ...
–
t1. (6%) protein genes gene sequence sequences ...

t4. (3%) test infection animal prevalence species ...

t13. (4%) population genetic individual marker association ...
–
t3. (5%) effect treatment risk trial group ...

t6. (5%) patient risk disease clinical coronary ...

t8. (4%) cell effect dose response concentration ...

t18. (5%) subject brain region activity activation ...
–
t2. (5%) robot set learning object action ...

t5. (6%) speech model word speaker recognition ...

t7. (6%) algorithm target problem measurement estimation ...

t9. (5%) image cluster algorithm images wavelet ...

t10. (5%) signal noise component source frequency ...

t11. (5%) network algorithm input training output ...

t15. (7%) model parameter distribution data prior ...

t20. (6%) data test set class classification ...

Table 1

Learned topics (T=20) for Bayesian search results. The num-

ber in parentheses is percent of all words assigned to that

topic. The topic ID, e.g. t12 is arbitrary.

the entire contents of a collection. Tables 1 and 2
show the topics learned for Bayesian and Spinal
Cord search results, grouped by related topics. In
Bayesian we see a wide range of topics – from speech
recognition (t5, assigned to 6% of all words) – to
coronary heart disease risk (t6, assigned to 5% of
all words). Note that topics are not a mutually ex-
clusive partitioning of terms in the vocabulary, for
example test occurs in different contexts in topics t4
and t20. For Spinal Cord we see three topics relat-
ing to rat models (t1, t9 and t4), and other topics
that have distinct foci, e.g. imaging (t7), bladder in-
fection (t10) and rehabilitation (t3). Here we do not
label the topics, but when labels are needed they
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t7. (14%) patient spinal cervical cord spine acute imaging ...

t8. (8%) sci muscle acute subject during after bone ...

t10. (9%) patient acute complication bladder infection ...
–
t1. (9%) cord spinal injury after lesion rat axon ...

t2. (8%) treatment injury cord spinal acute effect after ...

t3. (13%) patient injury sci rehabilitation spinal outcome year ...

t5. (10%) spinal cord injury acute injuries management review ...

t9. (11%) cord spinal group injury after rat +/- ...
–
t4. (9%) pain spinal nerve rat chronic receptor effect ...

t6. (10%) cell injury expression sci system protein nervous ...

Table 2

Learned topics (T=10) for Spinal Cord search results.

can be suggested by domain experts. While labels
are useful in many end-user applications, the list of
words in the topic is the most accurate and trans-
parent way of communicating a topic’s meaning.

At the individual document level, topics provide
a useful low-dimensional semantic representation.
For example, the article “Cellular mechanisms of hy-
peralgesia and spontaneous pain in a spinalized rat
model of peripheral neuropathy: changes in myeli-
nated afferent inputs implicated.” has P (t4|doc) =
0.66 (pain spinal nerve rat ...) and P (t1|doc) = 0.09
(cord spinal injury ...) as its two biggest topics. Sim-
ilar documents would likely include one or more of
topics t4 and t1. The probabilistic framework is very
flexible – for example, using Bayes rule, we can also
find the most likely documents in topic t4 by com-
puting P (doc|t4).

3.1. Validation of topics learned by the topic model

Since the topic model is an unsupervised learn-
ing method, we want to demonstrate that the set
of learned topics are stable features present in the
data, and not artifacts produced by one particular
run of the topic model. A simple test is to learn
multiple independent topic models, each starting
with a different random initialization of topic assign-
ments to words. Below we list the most likely words
in five different learned topics relating to coronary
heart disease, from five independent topic models of
Bayesian. The similarity in the top-8 words suggests
that this topic is consistently learned from the data.
– patient risk disease clinical coronary exercise cardiac heart ...
– patient risk disease clinical coronary exercise cardiac test ...
– patient risk clinical disease coronary exercise cardiac heart ...
– patient risk clinical treatment trial disease group coronary ...
– patient risk trial clinical disease treatment coronary exercise ...

Fig. 3 shows the repeatability of an entire set of
topics from two independent runs of the topic model
learning T=40 topics. The image shows the distance
between each topic in run1 to each topic in run2,
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Fig. 3. Distance of topics in run1 to reordered topics in run2

(T=40 topic model of Bayesian search results).

MeSH Topic

Pain (12.7) t10. pain nerve neuropathic dorsal

rat peripheral mechanical model ...

Spinal Fractures (8.3) t36. cervical spine fracture injuries

patient injury trauma ...

Paraplegia (3.9) t18. aortic paraplegia thoracic

artery ischemia repair aorta ...

SpinalCord

Compression

(5.9) t3. spinal compression case epidural

report acute ...

Magnetic Reso-

nance Imaging

(7.2) t27. imaging mri magnetic reso-

nance cord patient ...

Table 3

Validation of learned topics (T=40) against MeSH headings,

using specific mutual information. The number in parentht-

eses measures P (x, y)/P (x)P (y), where x is the event that a

document includes the topic and y is the event that a docu-

ment includes the mesh heading. A higher value means more

dependence between the two events.

reordered so that the closest matching topics fall on
the diagonal. Again, we see a high degree of stability
over independent topic model runs.

Do learned topics for our Spinal Cord search re-
sults match up with MeSH headings (MeSH are
the medical subject headings provided by MED-
LINE)? Table 3 shows the learned topics most asso-
ciated with selected MeSH headings prevalent in the
Acute SCI search results. We determine the closest
matching topic to eachMeSH heading by computing
P (x, y)/P (x)P (y), where x is the event that a doc-
ument includes a given topic and y is the event that
a document includes the mesh heading. A higher
number means more dependence between the two
events. Here we see good correspondence between
the learned topics and the MeSH headings. We also
see the finer resolution of topics at T = 40, learning
topics specifically relating to MRI (t27) and Frac-
ture (t36).
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LDA patient risk trial clinical disease treatment coronary exercise cardiac event heart evidence ...

K-Means patient risk clinical group test disease data cardiac heart coronary exercise myocardial event ...

NMF patient risk trial treatment clinical disease test coronary exercise cardiac heart level ...

LDA speech model word speaker recognition system adaptation acoustic hmm feature performance ...

K-Means speech model speaker word system noise data recognition acoustic performance adaptation signal hmm ...

NMF model speech speaker word system acoustic hmm recognition feature features performance training ...

LDA protein genes gene sequence sequences species expression dna phylogenetic cell binding tree ...

K-Means protein genes gene data sequences sequence species population genetic dna region level expression ...

NMF protein genes gene cell expression sequence data gene-expression dna microarray rna level...

Table 4

Comparison of different unsupervised learning methods showing general agreement in selected learned topics (Bayesian search

results using T=20).

3.2. Comparison with other unsupervised learning
methods

How do topics learned by the topic model com-
pare to semantic concepts learned by other unsu-
pervised learning methods? Using the Bayesian
search results, we learned a set of T = 20 topics us-
ing three fundamentally different models: the topic
model (LDA); K-Means clustering [3], and Nonneg-
ative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [6], which is a
modified version of Singular Value Decomposition
(i.e. Latent Semantic Analysis) devised for positive
data.

Table 4 shows a comparison of selected topics
learned by these three models. We observe that
each method independently finds very similar top-
ics in three selected areas (Coronary Heart Disease,
Speech Recognition and Gene Sequencing), and the
list of most relevant words in each case is very simi-
lar. While not shown, the similarity across methods
extends throughout the entire set of topics.

While this provides further evidence that learned
topics are real, accurate and stable, we suggest that
topic modeling (LDA) is the preferred approach for
extracting semantic topics. The topic model repre-
sents documents as a mixture of topics, which is a
more flexible representation than K-Means cluster-
ing, where a document belongs to just one topic.
This richer representation means that one can navi-
gate to related articles via any of the topic facets in a
given article (this is not possible for K-Means). Fur-
thermore, since the topic model is based on a gener-
ative probabilistic model, it can be flexibly extended
to include other metadata and attributes, such as
authors, citation links, and subject headings, and
therefore it is also preferred over NMF [?].

4. Projecting topic modeled documents onto
two dimensions

Having established that learning a topic model is
an accurate and reliable way of determining the se-
mantic content of documents, how best can we show
this information in a two-dimensional (2-d) display?
We are faced with another dimensionality reduc-
tion problem: after reducing the document dimen-
sion from 10,000s of words to 10s of topics, we need
to further reduce the document dimension from 10s
of topics down to 2 dimensions.

For this projection task, we can either work di-
rectly with the D × T matrix of topic coordinates
for each document, or the D × D matrix of pair-
wise inter-document distances, as measured by the
L1 distance between each document’s topic distri-
bution. The distribution of these pairwise distances
(Fig. 4, computed for Spinal Cord) points to a poten-
tial difficulty in producing a faithful 2-d projection.
This distribution of all pairwise distances (which has
a similar shape to the distribution ofD−1 distances
from any one document to all other documents) tells
us that while there are a small number of documents
that are close (i.e. similar) to a given document, the
vast majority of documents appear equally far away
at a distance of about 1.6 units in L1 space. So in
2-d, from any given document, nearly all the doc-
uments should appear in an approximate circle or
band, with the given document at the center. Clearly
this geometry is impossible to achieve for all docu-
ments simultaneously. Therefore we expect to have
significant approximation error when projecting the
set of D documents onto two dimensions. This par-
ticular problem of high-dimensional data has been
discussed by [8].

With this challenge in mind, we compare three
different algorithms for producing two-dimensional
topic maps of a set of D documents: Principal Com-
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of close documents, but all other documents appear to be

equally far away (at a distance of 1.6 units).

ponent Analysis (PCA), Local Linear Embedding
(LLE) and Force Directed Layout (FDL). Since a
faithful layout is unlikely, we aim to optimize the
2-d arrangement of documents with the following
desiderata: (i) if two documents a topically close,
then they should appear close on the map, and (ii)
if two documents are close on the map, then they
should be topically close.

PCA finds the 2-d projection that maximizes the
variance of the data. Note that PCA is essentially
the same as linear Multi-Dimensional Scaling, a well
known method for producing locations from similar-
ity data [?]. LLE is designed to more accurately rep-
resent local structure of the data (which is aligned
with our desideratum of topically-similar documents
appearing close on the map), by doing a reconstruc-
tion of K nearest neighbors [7]. Finally, FDL is a
technique for graph layout techniques typically used
for non fully-connected graphs. FDL is based on
attractive spring forces (between close documents)
and repulsive forces (in high-density regions) [2]. We
chose these three methods to produce a variety of
layouts for further examination.

4.1. Topic Maps

Topic maps for Bayes search results are shown in
Fig. 5 for PCA, LLE and FDL projections. Each
document is represented by a colored dot. The ma-
jority topic in the document determines the color of
the dot (this is the simplest color coding – since a
document is actually a mixture of topics), and the
topic colors are shown in the legend. The scales on

themaps are arbitrary, and we include them to use in
diagnostics. In all three topic maps we observe large-
scale coherence in the spatial arrangement of docu-
ments on a particular topic (i.e. local blobs of color
for the twenty topics). But comparing the three pro-
jections shows that there is no consistent geometry
to the large scale arrangement of these topic blobs.
For example “t18. subject brain region ...” is rela-
tively central in PCA and LLE, but off to the side
in FDL. The topic maps show topics that co-occur,
for example “t15. model parameter ...” appears with
“t20. data test set ...” in all three topic maps.

The Spinal Cord topic maps are shown in Fig. 6.
Here we used a T=20 topic run to color the topic
maps. From these two sets of topic maps we can
make some observations. The PCA projection tends
to make a more convex distribution of documents
than LLE, which tends to have a radial or spoke-
like pattern. These two projections tend to produce
distributions of documents with relatively constant
density, in contrast to the FDL layout, which pro-
duces (for Acute SCI) a more clumped/sparse ar-
rangement of documents. This variable density is
possibly more artifact than actually present in the
data.

After reviewing these topic maps, there is noth-
ing in particular that suggests that one projection
method is better or worse than another. Some of the
projections seem to separate the topics better, but
does this produce an overall more useful topic map?
Given the fundamentally different nature of objec-
tive functions for PCA, LLE and FDL, and the in-
herent difficulty of faithfully representing this data
in 2 dimensions, it is not surprising that the three
topic maps look different for each collection.We con-
tinue by proposing a metric to compare topic maps.

4.2. Evaluation of Projections

Which of these three projectionmethods produces
the best (and most useful) topic map? The answer
to this question depends on one’s objective (and
perhaps user evaluation, which is beyond the scope
of this paper). In each method, a different objec-
tive function is optimized, but which objective is
most aligned with our desiderata of preserving close-
ness? A simple spot check of local accuracy in Fig. 7
shows detail from the PCA topic map in Fig. ??
around the document “Frequency and spectrum of
pulmonary diseases in patients with chronic renal
failure associated with spinal cord injury.” The fig-
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Fig. 5. PCA, LLE and FDL topic maps for 1230 Bayes search results.

ure shows the 40 topically-closest documents to this
document (numbered 1 . . . 40). The lack of numbers
in this closeup view shows that the PCA projection
has difficulty in preserving the nearest neighbors to
this document.

This figure suggests one approach for measuring
the accuracy of a topic map. We want to measure
how often documents are close on the map, but unre-
lated, and how often documents are topically close,
but far apart on the map. To do this we compare
topic-based pairwise document distances with their
corresponding pairwise distances on the map. But
since we are more interested in preserving close-
ness, we focus our attention on short distances (i.e.
close documents), both in the higher-dimensional
topic space, and on the two-dimensional topic map.
Consider the shortest 10% of all D2 pairwise dis-
tances on the topic map. This is same as consider-
ing all documents within a particular radius from
any given document on the map. Fig. 8 (top) shows
a box/whisker plot of precision – the distribution

of L1 topic distances corresponding to the shortest
10%. This is analogous to precision in IR in that
it is measuring the probability that a “returned”
document (i.e. within a fixed radius on the map)
is relevant. Fig. 8 (bottom) shows a box/whisker
plot of recall – how many relevant (close) docu-
ments appear on the topic map within the fixed ra-
dius. This panel shows the distribution of L2 map
distances corresponding to the shortest 10% of all
D2 topic distances. These are standard box/whisker
plots that show25th-percentile, median and 75th per-
centile with a box and 5th and 95th-percentile with
the whiskers. With these precision and recall statis-
tics, lower numbers are better (i.e. the best projec-
tion preserve closeness).

From these plots we may conclude – for this
dataset – that the FDL projection is the best and
the LLE projection is the worst. For a constant
density of points this would be true. However, we
observe that the FDL projection’s density of dots
is highly variable. The clumpiness of the FDL topic
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map could artificially improve recall by virtue of
the tight bunching of dots on the map. Surprisingly
LLE, which is meant to preserve local structure
(and thereby be better at preserving closeness),

performs worse than PCA using these measures. In
fact all three projection methods have relatively low
precision, compared to the theoretical optimum.

We conclude this section by commenting that
evaluating topic maps is a complicated task. The
precision and recall box/whisker plots do convey
some useful metrics to compare methods, but a
more thorough comparison should use multiple
metrics, including the precision and recall measures
we have shown.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we have examined the steps for mak-
ing topic maps, and discussed techniques for evalu-
ating accuracy.We separately evaluate the two steps
involved in making topic maps – topic modeling, and
projection onto two-dimensions. We show that topic
modeling has relatively high accuracy, and the top-
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distances (bottom). Results are for Spinal Cord.

ics learned for a collection provide a useful basis to
understand and browse that collection. However, it
is more difficult to assess the two-dimensional pro-
jection of a set of topic-modeled documents since
there is no single measure that determines accuracy
or validity. The topic maps do visually convey some
information about a document collection, but per-
haps the ultimate test is human assessment which
evaluates performance of a particular task using the
topic map.

Other researchers have produced topic maps us-
ing a variety of methods. Borner et al created large
scale topic maps of Wikipedia based on links be-
tween pages ??. Force Directed Layout has been
used to create useful large-scale topic maps of NIH
funding [5].

While not explored in this paper, we have the
opportunity to use many visualization techniques
to improve the usability and interpretability of our
topic maps, beyond simple color coding by a single
topic. We often have other attributes or metadata
(such as authors, citation links and subject head-

ings) that can enhance topic maps, using any com-
bination of color, shape, size and text annotations.

One conclusion from this work is that local topic
maps (which dynamically show a few dozen closely
related documents) may be more accurate. While
topics are a useful way to organize an entire collec-
tion, producing a static global topic map of the col-
lection may have limited value for exploring the col-
lection. Therefore local topic maps may ultimately
be more useful for better understanding local struc-
ture in a collection.
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